Thus far, equality before the law is understood as an ideality without limitation and exception.
neutral cases. Thus, as there is specialization in regulation concerning children in conflict with the law, although it might be said to deviate from the principle of equality before the law that has been conceived as ideal without limitation and exception, so varied proposals about variances ofsubstantial components with different meaning and functions, their underlying basic legal philosophies, purposes and functions of enactments, the ways of its legal arguments as well as the way of thinking,are, of course, signalingaproblem that should be examined more deeply in its philosophical side.
In Indonesian context, spectrum of study on values of philosophical content of Pancasila about establishment of law with state involvement in differentiating legal treatment and accessibility for children in conflict with the law, such legal issue found its momentum when confronted with the principles of justice and equality before the law. Through various legislative provisions concerning the children in question, state is projected to exist in order to protect and fulfill human rights of the children even though their status are in conflict with the law. Therefore, when many questions come to arise, especially contesting partial position of the state with special treatment and as if it negates equality before the law for minors in conflict with the law, simultaneously a view comes to mind asking: Is specialization in the legal treatment a form of discrimination? Why does different treatment not apply in general to all perpetrators of crimes and offenders regardless of their ages? How to explain its association with fidelity to law, political obligation, and civil disobedience when children in conflict with the law get different treatment before the law that is predicted to be perspective progressively, but in fact, shows a partial 290 Yustisia Vol.6 No. 2, May-August 2017 Unearthing The Philosophical Roots... face, with specialized enforceability only for children in conflict with the law to gain access to justice and equality before the law? These various question are still unsettledwhen concretion of different legal treatment ideas for children in conflict with the law have been followed up with a variety of technical provisions of human rights fulfillment in various sectors. Finally, consequence that every activity and outcome of different treatment for children in conflict with the law should be accountable to the public is a tangency point between legality of the law (pedigree thesis) and public morality (the moral thesis) that is important to discuss and to find its philosophical root.
B. CONCEPTION OF NOT-PURELY-MISTAKE OF CHILDREN IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW
As individual with immaturities both physically and mentally, a child is a vulnerable human. It can be said so because independence in determining attitude, action, or even a choice is still strongly influenced by environment around them. In fact, children tend to imitate/replicate behavior of their closest environment as reflections that will be adopted and possibly become samples taken in reasoning and attitude of their actions. Therefore, every act of a child isnot always reflectingatrue reality of him/her, but it is more likely replication of patterns resulted from daily catches of his/her senses.
Based on theirsuch pseudo self-reality awareness, diction 'diversion' emerges when children in conflict with the law or when they are dealing with the law. Aspects of sociological, psychological and pedagogical (Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child Protection of Indonesia,2016:54) are considerations used to measure that a child is actually not able to responsible for his/her action. Therefore, transferring settlement of children casesfrom criminal justice process to the one outside of the criminal justice with still pay attention to restorative justice is primary choice as a form of understanding of not purely mistake of a child.
Therefore, when the law understands about the not-purely-mistake of a child in offense case, the law is said to be progressive precisely because 291 Yustisia Vol.6 No. 2, May-August 2017 Unearthing The Philosophical Roots... he/sheis not treated equally without any different treatment. Law is said to be progressive when it precisely has partiality to the weak (Muhammad Rustamaji, 2009:25) , in this case, children in conflict with the law. Then concept of children in conflict with the law as the weak legal subjects must be defined earthly and interpreted more materially. With the aforementioned concept, a just law is one taking into account sources of new lawsin achieving justice. Such understanding is required for ongoing displacement from the day to another. That is to put the rights of future generation, including children in conflict with the law, in the conception of justice. Ironically, curriculum in many faculties of law are not seemingly arriving at the rights of future generation (intergenerational justice) yet (Muhammad Rustamaji, 2015:104) , especially when potential of this next generation would be on a child with status children in conflict with the law. Next question can be raised: are children in conflict with the law which also the next generation weighed and tolerated as a source of legal justice?
A focus of review that is still discussing the law should be uniform, value-free, neutral and universal for any legal subject. Presumably, a shift should be conducted. Utilitarianism of law and equal application to the existing entire nation resources should be tolerated again. Responses are thrown loquaciously as such utilitarian thinking can be said undemocratic, when the votes say majority wants utilitarianism of such law? Presumably, this kind of thinking prevents progression of the law when no partiality to child as a legal subject which is categorized as 'the weak and vulnerable". Based on these questions above, relying on accuracy of legislation texts is, of course, a very risky action. Hence, development of science and ideas around the studies of man and of humanity should also be mandatory menu for each bearer of the law, and even society at large. It should be understood that human rights is an always actual issue today (Rahayu, 2013: 10 & 36-38) and it is no longer seen merely as a manifestation of individualism and liberalism are confronted with communalism collectivity as previous period. At present, human rights is better understood humanly as the inherent rights in dignity of humanity regardless of racial background, ethnicity, religion, color, gender, occupation, age and legal status they bear. This conception of human rights in the present context motivated by more humane reading must be understood as the embedded rights owned solely because he/she is a human, the rights that are possessed naturally and one will not live like a human being without such rights pinned on him/her. With such understanding, the concept of human rights is interpreted as mutual standard of respect to humanitarian for every person in the world (a common standard of Achievement for all peoples and all nations) (Rhona K.M. Smith, et.al, 2008:14) , which must be fought for, and next, to be achieved for the common life.
As can be seen in the literature on human rights, at international level, human rights discourse has undergone very significant development. Since the Considering the broad coverage and the size of support on importance of human rights, then human resource is the next aspect to consider in carrying out the enforcement of such human rights. Mediocre qualifications of bearers of the law will certainly not be able to answer demands of the world for good fulfillment and protection of human rights. Therefore, personals with high quality and quantity are needed in carrying responsibility of returning children in conflict with the law to the correct path of life.
In order to meet such qualification of human resource, it may not be a mistake to borrow idea of progressive law regarding prophetic intelligence in determining qualification of human rights enforcers, especiallyin scope of children in conflict with the law. Description of a human rights enforcer with good qualification emphasizeson human aspect as a focus of study. Ability to do self-transformation in order to be daring ina rule breaking requires so-called prophetic intelligence (PI). This prophetic intelligence will guide and provide holistic courage in acting progressively.
As a current development, discipline of psychology develops propheticintelligence as a comprehensive approach of previous intelligence approaches. The PI guides cognitive intelligence, emotional intelligence, adversity intelligence and spiritual intelligence (M. Syamsudin, 2012:262) .
Embedding the PI in willingness and ability to make self-transformation is what is meant as high qualification in typology of progressive law enforcer. Legal world is very concerned in 'borrowing' this prophetic intelligence concept in order to overcome legal crisis and worriedness in fulfillment and protection of human rights. Especially, when the crisis optic is directed to morality of law enforcers, includingofficers of juvenile correctional facility.
Prophetic intelligence is a person's ability to make self-transformation in interaction, socialization and adaptation to vertical and horizontal environments. Conception of dualistic, namely external and internal, physical and ukhrowi life, is taken to understand its benefit and wisdom. On this side,the embodiment of words "For Justice Based on God' which is implemented further in penitentiary system of children in conflict with the law gains its momentum to be emphasized again.
In principle, everyone can achieve the prophetic intelligence with the proviso that he/she has a will to do self-transformation (Muhammad Rustamaji, 2016: 114), especially for law enforcers and officers of juvenile penitentiary facility. The self-transformation includes self-awareness, self-discovery, and self-development by applying and comprehending principles of honesty (sidiq), trustworthy (amanah), openness (tabliq), and smart (fatonah).
When the self-transformation has been done, then the rule breaking becomes visible attitude and action. The progressive law is used as an approach offered for law enforcement, and it should no longer emphasize only logocentrismof legal texts. Logocentrism, a tendency in system of thought to seek legitimacy by referring to arguments of universal truth or security of central and original meaning (Anthon F. Susanto, 2010:xii), is a major barrier that should currently begin to abandon in the series of self-transformations of law enforcers. In this facet, what is behind every act of restoring children in conflict with the law to community as a good child and as a useful future generation for others will be found. Officers of juvenile penitentiary facility with such self-transformation will bring re-awareness to the children in conflict with the law that a choice to be a good person who does not take away the rights of others will be forgiven and a 'second chance' to correct their mistakes in the past. At the culmination,the progressive Law is used to expand and Although it is recognized that a discussion of Pancasila should not separate one principle from another because it is as a unity, but exposition of humanitarian contained in Pancasila on the analysis above will focus on the second principle of Pancasila. Excavation of 'a submerged trunk ' of the second principle that is symbolized by the series of rings and squares connected to each other endlessly was called de onverbreekbare keten der mensheid by Sukarno, the first president of Indonesia. This is a chain of humanity showing incessantrelationship of women-men forming charakter gemeinschaft. Through the charakter gemeinschaft, a nation was formed from a unity of characters growing from unity of humanbeing group which was originally consisted of verwantschapsfamilie, then tribes were formed and having a keen sense of living together 'le swish d'entre ensemble' as one nation (Soekarno,2014 :154-296 Yustisia Vol.6 No. 2, May-August 2017 Unearthing The Philosophical Roots...
165).
As an evolutionary development of human heart, humanity is a soul feeling relationshipbetween human beings. The soul with desire to raise and differentiate a human being"s soul as higher than that of an animal. So that when a human being is doing something low and causing injury to another one, in this case, he/she has violated humanity, unlawful, menselikkheid (Soekarno,2014:158) . But for these violations, it turns out a considerable room of forgiveness can be found, a room to fix to each other for the sake of a unity of unbroken mankind and humanity chain. At this point, the humanity is abstracted as a relationship between human beings and aspects of their humanities universally.
More concretely, by tracing the history, the second principle of Pancasila has actually described a historical record of human rights the Indonesian nation desires and aspires to, namely just and civilized humanity. Sukarno declared it substantively in Suluh Indonesia Muda (1928) and in the Meeting of Dokuritsu Zyunbi Tyoosakai (June 1, 1945) .This is the philosophical principle called 'internationalism' or 'humanity'. Immediately, Soekarno emphasized that the meaning of internationalism is not a 'cosmopolitanism' -arejection to nationality. According to Soekarno"s view, 'nationalism' and 'internationalism' are interacting toeach other. Internationalism cannot flourish if it is not rooted in a nationalism earth. Nationalism cannot flourish if it is not living in a garden of internationalism (Yudi Latif, 2012 :180-181, Soekarno, 2014 . With awareness of such close relationship between nationalism and internationalism, orientation of a just and civilized humanity is twofold in nature. "External" oriented means to participate in the fight for peace and justice of the world, and "internal" oriented is to glorify human rights both as individuals and groups (Yudi Latif, 2012:181) .
Rather, this "internal" humanity orientation is used by perspective of the law when it discovers the phenomenon of children in conflict with the law. It can be explained that the law enforcement system to the correctional system see that children in conflict with the law as a man who had made a mistake. On the one hand, the law must be enforced against him/her without prejudice to 297 Yustisia Vol.6 No. 2, May-August 2017 Unearthing The Philosophical Roots... his/her rights as a child. While on the other hand, children in conflict with the law must also be nurtured in order to return them to the correct path amid their family and community. Fallacy actions ofchildren in conflict with the law in the past should not be seen as necessarily expelling them from dignity and humanity value as human being, so they must still be treated as human beings.
One of symbols can be examined, namely thecall 'offenders' is replaced with children in conflict with the law (M. Haryanto, 2016:115) . The symbol is not only a refinement of diction, but more than that,it will be full of human values content that is believed to be an improvement way for a child who had made a mistake in dealing with a problem in his/her life. Constitution and its amendments have also confirmed that 'in the implementation of these rights, every person shall respect the human rights of others in the life order of society, nation, and state'. Similarly, it has been confirmed in the same article that, 'every person shall be subject to restrictions set forth by the law, which is solely to ensure recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others, and to meet the just demands which are appropriate to considerations of morality, religious values, security and public order in a democratic society' (Article 28J of the 1945 Constitution).
Not just stop at the textually provisions of the constitution and laws, under such conditions, a discourse emerging is, in fact, showing that the distinctive legal treatment for children in conflict with the law must be interpreted to be a catalyst to save the nation. The distinctive legal treatment to children in conflict than that of adult offenders is a partiality with full 299 Yustisia Vol.6 No. 2, May-August 2017 Unearthing The Philosophical Roots... awareness of significance of the nation"s potencies in which one of the potencies is hidden in the children in conflict with the law. Therefore, the deepest meaning in rescuing children in conflict with the law must be found, namelyit is not only the matter of providing special treatment on offenders, but more than that, it is actually the rescue of the nation's assets of human resources that are still very likely returned to the correct path for continuation of the nation.
E. CLOSING
Children in conflict with the law in philosophical reading are apparently showing diverse aspects (multifaceted). An error visibly caught by senses is very likely mistaken if only partially understood. Therefore, establishment of law regarding children in conflict with the law should not only be seen to be legal because it is formed in legitimate manner and by legitimate power (pedigree thesis), but also incorporated with the existing basic values or moral principles, although not absolute, but depends on condition of society (the moral thesis). Furthermore, steps of unearthing philosophical roots related to study of children in conflict with the law as an object of science will find many conception mosaics indicating that as children in conflict with the law, the true are:1) violations committed by children are not purely mistakes of the children, 2) children are, nevertheless, having rights that must be fulfilled including when dealing with the law, 3) children has privileges with broad distribution of regulations in various sectors and according to the view based on Pancasila, they are keten (a link) of a nation.
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